WHO WE ARE

AI
$2+ billion
of our own fund

VODPROM is a water resource operator, a special project company that has the
UNICAP GLOBAL international investment fund as an anchor partner, and is a key
element of the COSMIC GLOBO* Multiverse.
VODPROM is an ecosystem (single mechanism) that allows the
society/state/corporations to jointly make global decisions. Here, the society chooses
the development vector and goals, the state helps implement decisions, the
corporations bring goals to life and make them cost-effective thanks to its own
TRINITY* platform.

MISSION
One of the main missions of the project is to create a new effective model of relations
between the society - states - corporations.

20+
presence regions

20 years+
of experience

KEY EXPERIENCE

$6+billion

Thanks to joint work with a number of international investment companies, the
CULLIGAN Corporation development project was implemented, which led to a record!
increase in the corporation capitalization by $6+billion and provided a significant
income to investors and shareholders.

WHAT WE OFFER
We transfer online the modernized housing and communal services sector to the
trust of society thanks to the VOD token, which:

$2+ billion
project portfolios

1. Provides an open and equal dialogue between the state-society-corporations
through its own blockchain-based TRINITY platform;
2. Creates a new unique financial instrument - profit from owning NFT tokens
that are water treatment facilities, in partnership with leading transnational
corporations within 30 years with guarantees from the state partner and the
UNICAP investment fund;
3. Provides an opportunity for additional income upon holding ICO and entering
the VOD token to the exchange.

Anchor investor
www.unicapinvest.org
www.vodprom.org

ADVANTAGES OF PARTNERSHIP

AI

VODPROM builds, modernizes, adjusts industrial and social infrastructure facilities
by connecting the digital world with the real one, creating financial stability thanks
to NFT and DeFi;
VODPROM ensures the development of an open and equal dialogue with the state
and corporations, eliminating the possibility of falsification and corruption thanks to
blockchain;
VODPROM provides risk diversification through geographic and industry
segmentation of projects, as well as provides lower transaction fees and,
accordingly, a lower entry threshold based on the scale of the project portfolio;
VODPROM offers professional and competent management with relevant education
and experience based on corporate culture, dependent on the result of working in
partnership with leading global corporations;
VODPROM provides the maximum income thanks to the efficient management and
an opportunity to widely access the necessary information, thanks to its own
TRINITY platform;

20 years+
of experience

VODPROM creates a high degree of the token liquidity, thanks to a partnership with
the state - the most reliable economic entity in the modern developed economy,
which ensures the safe and market-independent development for decades, without
any crises and shocks;
VODPROM provides an extensive portfolio of profitable blue ocean projects in the
promising investment-intensive highly profitable and guaranteed long-term market
of scarce national water resources – “oil of the XXI century”;
VODPROM conducts an important humanitarian mission of implementing socially
significant infrastructural and environmental initiatives on a global scale;

$2+ billion
project portfolios

VODPROM provides an opportunity to significantly increase the token cost after the
ICO and entry to the exchange;
VODPROM provides an opportunity to vote on the choice of regions for the
modernization and construction of water treatment facilities, gets an opportunity to
have complete information, monitor and control the use of financial, energy,
environmental resources thanks to its own TRINITY platform;
VODPROM provides an opportunity for every inhabitant of the Earth, along with the
heads of states and corporations, to take the responsibility for the ecological future
of the planet.

Anchor investor
www.unicapinvest.org
www.vodprom.org

AI

*TRINITY is an interactive SPV VODPROM platform, as an element of the COSMIC
GLOBO multiverse, that allows providing the monitoring, control, online voting,
telemetry control of integrated water treatment facilities using DeFi and NFT
through the VOD token based on blockchain.

$2+ billion

*COSMIC GLOBO Multiverse is a free independent expanding space using AI,
integrating and developing the TRINITY interactive platform, including a social
network and an object exchange; UNICAP hedge fund; other meta-platforms,
gradually supplementing and flowing into the real sector of the economy in order to
create a new effective model of relations between the SOCIETY-STATESCORPORATIONS, aimed at preserving and developing the ecology of the planet
EARTH.
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www.vodprom.org

